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We suggest a model of automatic summarization for scientific and technical texts. This model combines extractive and abstractive approaches for
summarization and was developed on the basis of comparative analysis
of authors’ summaries and full texts of corresponding papers. The model
consists of three main components: a keyword extractor, a domain and
task oriented static knowledge base and a summarization algorithm. The
keyword extractor is off-the shelf tool LanAKey_Ru, adapted to the application. Static knowledge includes stop lexicons, conceptual net, templates
for summary content selection and rules for the generation. Stop lexicons
are used for removing text segments irrelevant for the document summary. The conceptual net is used for semantic analysis of a document text
helping content selection. Templates for information extraction are frame
structures. Their slots are to be filled with extracted fragments of document
sentences. Rules for summary generation define the grammar of summary
sentences and their order. The summarization algorithm consists of four
top level procedures—preprocessing, analysis, content selection and summary text generation. The model is described on the example of Russian
scientific papers in mathematical modeling domain.
Keywords: automatic summarization, information extraction, knowledge
base, conceptual net

1. Introduction
Automatic summarization allows quickly processing of great volumes of the scientific and technical documentation that is especially important in modern conditions
when society encountered with the information overload problem.
Research in the field of automatic text summarization continue more than
55 years, but the problem of automatic creation of high-quality summaries still is not
solved [29]. Automatic summarization methods can be divided into 3 groups: extractive methods, abstractive methods and hybrid methods.
Extractive methods [1, 9, 17, 21, 23, 26] create the text of the summary by extraction of the most significant text fragments (sentences, paragraphs etc.) of the source
document. Fragments, as a rule, are extracted without changes and are inserted in the
summary in the same sequence as in the source. The relevance of fragments can be defined by various criteria, for example by containing keywords, by fragment’s location
in the source text (titles, subtitles etc.), by presence of cue phrases [20], for example,
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“the following results are obtained”, "it is important to note" etc. The advantages of extractive methods are relative independence of subject domain, lack of necessity of the
detailed linguistic analysis and creation of extensive knowledge bases. Disadvantages
of these methods consist in possible incoherence of summaries because text fragments
of the source document are usually extracted without any processing. Also no information generalization is performed because words are not substituted by the more
general concepts [11].
Abstractive methods [12, 19] create the text of the summary, as a rule, in three
stages [30]: the source text is analyzed by means of the deep linguistic analysis, then
an internal formal representation of the source text meaning is created, for example,
in the form of frames, a semantic net, scripts etc. [7]. At this stage ontologies and
knowledge bases of subject domains can be used. The compression of the source text
meaning defines the summary content. The last stage is the generation of the summary text in a natural language [24].
Advantages of abstractive methods consist in providing more quality summary,
than by extractive methods. The disadvantage is complexity for practical realization,
abstractive methods need considerable amount of linguistic knowledge.
Due to complexity of abstractive methods the majority of automatic summarization methods are based on extraction of text fragments, and these methods show good
results for specific types of texts [8].
Hybrid methods of automatic summarization are developed to overcome disadvantages of abstractive and extractive methods. In hybrid methods, the sentences
(or their parts) are extracted from the source text and processed in different ways. For
example, some parts of the sentences are omitted, some sentences are merged, sentences are inserted in the abstract in the other order as in the source etc. [25, 22]. Difficulties of hybrid methods developing consists in a choice of the most suitable combination of abstraction and extraction. In comparison with purely abstractive methods
hybrid methods are easier to develop, in comparison with purely extractive methods
hybrid methods can provide better quality of the resulting summary.
In automatic text summarization evaluation of the results is a very challenging
problem. There are many works devoted to this problem [4, 14, 15, 16]. In [2] two
groups of evaluation methods are distinguished—intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic evaluation is oriented toward quality of the summary itself. For example, coherence of the text, its fluency, informativeness of the summary. The intrinsic evaluation
often carrying out with participation of human experts who judge the quality of the
summary comparing it with the gold standard (summaries created by human) or with
results of other automatic summarization systems. However the problems of agreement between judges exist, as it is possible to create various summaries for the same
text [6 18]. There are automatic evaluation methods, for example ROUGE [5].
The extrinsic evaluation assumes solving some task by means of the summary—
for example, understanding of the full text by its summary. The judges are given a summary of the text and are asked some questions. Answers mean the comprehension
of the full text. If the judge can provide answer the summary is considered correct.
In this paper we made attempt to contribute to a solution of one of important
problems of automatic information processing and we present a hybrid summarization
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model for scientific articles in Russian for “mathematical modelling” domain. The
model is based on a combination of extractive and abstractive approaches. To our
knowledge there are no hybrid automatic summarization methods for Russian. The
model is created on the basis of the comparative analysis of full texts of scientific articles and corresponding authors' summaries.

2. The Comparative Analysis of Scientific
Articles and Authors' Summaries
The analysis purpose consisted in detection of formal criteria of relevant fragments selection for the summary in the article’s text and choosing a technique used
for summarization: extraction or abstraction, depending on what of these methods
are used by the human in summary creation.
When analyzing overlaps of sentences of authors' summaries and sentences
of corresponding articles the following parameters were considered:
• text presentation of the same content in the summary and article
• location of a relevant fragment for the summary in article
• lexical markers of the relevant information for the summary.
For analysis we select corpora of 107 full scientific articles (total amount
of 203,729 word forms, without references) and corresponding authors' summaries
(total amount of 4924 word forms), the average compression of full texts of articles
was 41.4. After analysis of the material, we have found that the majority of authors’
summaries—54.3% is written by purely sentence extraction from the text. In 36.2%
cases authors processed the extracted sentences from the text—paraphrased, omitted
the unimportant information, added the new text, i.e. they combined extraction and
abstraction. In 9.5% cases authors wrote summaries only of the new text (pure abstraction). As the majority of summaries are written by the authors from article’s sentences and/or the edited fragments of article we oriented our summarization model
on a combination of extractive and abstractive approaches.
According to the requirements of the Russian state standard [13] in the summary
text we can distinguish four informational parts: “Theme”—the information on a subject and an article’s theme, “Aim”—the information on the work purpose, “Method”—
the information on a method or methodology of carrying out the work, “Result”—the
information on results of work, a range of use of these results.
In the article’s text each of four mentioned types of the information, as a rule,
is accompanied by lexical markers. To describe a theme of article markers “содержать” (to contain), “глава” (chapter), “раздел” (paragraph) etc. can be used. Markers
“метод” (method), “инструмент” (tool), “находить” (to discover) etc. can be used
to describe a method of research. We divided all lexical markers into the groups corresponding to specified informational parts—“Theme”, “Aim”, “Method” and “Result”.
In each group markers are divided on the following semantic types: objects, attributes
of objects, relations, attributes of relations. Objects describe a subject, relations describe relations between objects, attributes describe features of objects or relations.
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Lexical, semantic-informational and morphosyntactic properties of markers are
in a characteristic correlation. For example, the markers defining objects are expressed
by nouns and pronouns; the markers defining the relations between objects are expressed
by verbs and the markers defining attributes of objects and relations are expressed by adjectives, pronouns, adverbs. In the article’s sentences markers can function as independent lexemes or can be a part of longer phrases. In the latter case markers according
to a category are a part of noun phrases, verb phrases or adjective phrases containing
terms of subject domain of mathematical modelling. For example, in a sentence “Рассмотрим следующую обратную задачу спектрального анализа”, the marker “задача”
(problem) is contained in a noun phrase “обратную задачу спектрального анализа”.

3. A Model of Automatic Summarization
The model consists from three main components: a keyword extractor is off-the
shelf tool LanAKey_Ru, the knowledge base and a summarization algorithm.
A keyword extractor LanAKey_Ru was developed by Sheremetyeva S. O. for extraction of keywords from patents in English, and then has been modified for extraction of keywords from articles on mathematical modelling in Russian [27, 28].

3.1. Knowledge Base
The knowledge base of automatic summarization model consists of the following
main components: 1) stop-lexicons, 2) a conceptual net in the form of a rooted tree, 3)
sets of templates for information extraction and 4) rules of the analysis of the full document, generation of the summary text, arrangement of sentences in the summary text.
The stop-lexicons are used for removing from the full text of article the irrelevant information for the summary for the purpose of facilitation of the further analysis. The stop-lexicons consist of three lists:
a) the list of the stopwords which are deleted (for example, “итак” (so), “однако”
(however), “окончательно” (finally)),
b) the list of the words defining a part of a sentence for removing (for example
if in a sentence the word “где” (where) is found then the sentence part after
this word is deleted),
c) the list of the words defining a sentence for removing (for example, “положим” (let us assume), “пусть” (let), “обозначим” (let us define)).
The conceptual net is used for the semantic analysis—detection of lexical markers in the document text. The net consists of terminal and non-terminal nodes and the
links realizing the relation of inclusion. The root of the tree is concept “Summary”,
in non-terminal nodes there are concepts, corresponding to informational parts of the
summary “Theme (T)”, “Aim (A)”, “Method (M)”, “Result (R)” and to semantic types
of markers “Object (O)”, “Relation (P)”, “Attribute of object (AO)” and “Attribute
of relation (AP)”. Concepts reflect the required types of the information for summary.
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Terminal nodes—lexical units—are the markers, realizing these concepts in the text.
Lexicons of markers include all word forms of marker lexemes that have been selected
in the course of the analysis of a sublanguage of mathematical modelling.
The fragment of conceptual net for a node “Method (M)” is showed on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A fragment “Method (M)” of a conceptual net
Templates for information extraction are divided into four categories—Theme, Aim,
Method, Result, according to type of the extracted information required in accordance
with the Russian state standard. Templates are frame structures of a following kind:
Template
IP
Structure
X
Phrase
Marker
Template number
Sentence number
Weight

::= (IP (structure))
::= {theme, aim, method, result}
::= (X Phrase X … Phrase …X)
::= (word word ... word )
::= {NP(MARKER T), VP(MARKER T), AP(MARKER T)}
::= (marker(net code))
::= (natural number)
::= (natural number)
::= (natural number)

where,
IP—informational part of the summary; structure—structure of an article’s text
fragment; X—chain of consecutive words of a fragment, can be empty; marker—a terminal node of the net; code—the net code; T—the term (can be empty); NP—noun
phrase, VP—verb phrase, AP—adjective phrase, template number—a sequence number
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of a template which is defined at template filling, sentence number—a sequence number of the sentence used for filling a template, weight—template weight is calculated
at a template weighing. If some part of a template is in square brackets it can be empty.
Rules of text generation represent the text fragments in filled slots of template
in the coherent sentences. From each template, as a rule, one sentence is generated.
If templates belong to the same sentence or begin with identical words (“рассматривается” (is considered), “в работе” (in the work)) then from these templates one sentence is generated. Grammatical rules include:
1) Verbs of the first person are substituted with impersonal forms (the third person with the ending “-ся”), the further noun is put in the nominative case.
2) Titles of article parts (paragraph, section, table etc.) can either be omitted,
or can be substituted by expression “в статье” (in paper), “статья” (paper).
3) In templates Theme, Aim, Method the verb is used in the present. In a template
Result the verb is used in the past tense (except verbs “является” (is), “смогут” (can), “позволят” (will allow)).
The order of generated sentences in the summary text is defined by the following
rule:
1) Sentences follow in this order Theme, Aim, Method, Result. If in a category
there are more than one sentence they are ordered by weight which is calculated from weight of the keywords and weight of the markers.

3.2. Automatic Summarization Algorithm
The algorithm consists of 4 main procedures—preprocessing of the article’s text,
the analysis of the article’s text, content selection for a summary, generation of the
summary text. The main procedures include subprocedures. Each procedure receives
some information as an input and produces result which is used as the input for the
following procedure.
The preprocessing procedure consists of three consecutive subprocedures—sentence segmentation, compression of the text, extraction of keywords.
The first subprocedure performs a sentence segmentation of the article’s full
text. We consider the sentences as text segments from a dot to a dot.
Then text compression subprocedure removes from the text irrelevant fragments
for the summary. At this step the stop-lexicons from the knowledge base are used.
After fragments’ removing the sentences containing less than five words are removed
(a word is a text fragment from a space to a space). Text compression is intended for
facilitation of the further analysis.
After compression the extraction of keywords from the text by means of extractor LanAKey_Ru is performed. LanAKey_Ru is capable to extract nominal phrases
up to four words without a preliminary annotation of the text. Keywords in our model
are the most relevant noun phrases (NP) of the article. Relevance is calculated according to empirically found formula
, where d—number of sentences
where NP occurred at least once, D—number of sentences in the text, U—uniqueness,
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shows that the keyword functions individually, instead being a part of a longer
phrase. This parameter is calculated as a difference between frequency of NP and
the sum of frequencies of longer noun phrases containing the given NP. All specified
parameters are defined in the extractor LanAKey_Ru. From the text of a full article
the 10 most relevant keywords are extracted.
Analysis procedure consists of two subprocedures—partial morphosyntactic
analysis and the semantic analysis. At a stage of morphosyntactic analysis detection
of lexical groups and their part of speech tagging is performed. The morphosyntactic
analysis is performed as follows. The phrases coinciding with keywords are tagged
with noun phrase tags and are assigned the weight (relevance) automatically defined
by LanAKey_Ru. Thus, LanAKey_Ru not only extracts the keywords and define their
relevance but also performs an essential part of the morphological analysis, since
NP—the most frequency lexical group in any text type. Then morphosyntactic analysis is finished by means of the software of Aot.ru project [3].
In such annotated article’s text the semantic analysis is carried out by means
of conceptual net. The lexicon from the terminal nodes of a net is compared
to the annotated text. When the coincidence occurs the marker is given the network
code—a path from a terminal node to the net vertex. For example, the net code for
a marker “подход” (approach) is OM (Object-Method), a net code for a marker “prove”
(доказывать)—PM (Relation-Method). Due to homonymy of markers—the same
word forms can express various relations—during semantic analysis one marker can
be given various net codes. The resolution of marker ambiguity takes place by means
of templates at later stage of the analysis.
The third procedure—content selection consists of two subprocedures—scoring
of sentences’ weight (relevance) and filling of templates. The sentence weight (relevance) is calculated by the following formula:

where
W—weight of the sentence (relevance),
N—number of keywords in a sentence, the multiplier 10 was found empirically,
Mi—weight of all markers in a sentence (the weight of one marker is 10),
К i—weight of all keywords in a sentence (weight is taken from Lana-key_Ru)
We define that for small texts (up to 9000 characters with spaces) the selection
threshold is 10 most relevant sentences, for the bigger texts—10% of the most relevant
sentences.
Filling of templates subprocedure begins with review of the selected sentences
from left to right. In templates for information extraction the order of markers and
other words in a sentence is set. If the sentence (or its part) satisfies template requirements then template slots are filled with sentence parts. Applying of templates on text
fragments occurs between punctuation marks.
For example, the following sentence from the article’s text: В этом параграфе изложены используемые при получении основного результата факты
из классической теории полугрупп операторов satisfies the template Theme
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from the knowledge base (Theme [X] [(AP(Marker(AOT) T)] (NP(Marker(OT) T))
[(AP(Marker(APT) T)] (VP(Marker(PT) T) X)). The result of this template filling
by sentence fragments is shown below:
IP
X
AP(Marker(AOT) T
NP(Marker(OT) T
AP(Marker(APT) T
VP(Marker(PT) T
X
Template number
Sentence number
Weight

::= Theme
::= В
::= этом
::= параграфе
::=
::= изложены
::= используемые при получении основного результаты
факты из классической теории полугрупп операторов
::= 2
::= 7
::= 6

The order of template applying is the following Theme, then Aim, Method, Result.
The example of formally generated summary for article [10] and its author's summary is shown below.
Formally generated summary
В статье рассматривается задача Коши для абстрактного линейного эволюционного уравнения с памятью в банаховом пространстве. В статье изложены используемые при получении основного результата факты из классической теории полугрупп операторов.
С помощью принципа сжимающих отображений доказана однозначная
локальная разрешимость этой задачи в смысле классических решений.
Результаты работы позволят с одной стороны перейти к рассмотрению полулинейных эволюционных уравнений с памятью. Полученный результат использован при исследовании начально-краевой задачи для параболического интегродифференциального уравнения с памятью. Основным результатом данной работы
является доказательство однозначной локальной разрешимости этой задачи.
The author's summary
Доказана локальная однозначная разрешимость задачи Коши для линейного эволюционного уравнения с секториальным оператором и с интегральным оператором памяти в банаховом пространстве. Результат работы проиллюстрирован на примере начально-краевой задачи для интегро-дифференциального уравнения с частными производными.
Formally generated summary reflects a content presented in the author's summary and satisfies the requirements of the Russian state standard in a greater degree.
The evaluation of the results was performed manually and consisted in comparison
of formal summaries with authors' summaries in order to detect the informational
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parts required in accordance with the Russian state standard. In case of considerable
contradiction between the formal and author's summary we resorted to help of the
experts. As a result we discover that about 70% of formal summaries was generated
correct. Comparison with automatic summarization systems was not performed,
as we did not have a possibility to get the data of such systems for comparison.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we presented the model of automatic summarization, developed
on the basis of comparative analysis of authors’ summaries and full texts of corresponding articles.
In the presented model extractive and abstractive approaches are realized. We described the model parts: 1) keyword extractor, 2) the knowledge base and 3) algorithm
of automatic summarization. Steps of automatic summarization algorithm are developed. Formally generated summaries, as a rule, coincide with authors' summaries
by content and satisfy the requirements of the Russian state standard in a greater degree.
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